FISHER 32
Golam I have just returned from QLD where I have left the boat for the time being. I am
delighted with the performance of the Autoprop, the engine rpm was at least 500 less
compared with the old prop and this certainly meant a far quieter ride!
The fuel economy has improved dramatically we motor sailed from Westernport to Port
Stephens approximately 800 NMs and we managed to squeeze in 300 litres of fuel
when we got there. Golam this is around 2 litres per hour at 2,000rpm for 5 to 6 knots.
With the old prop we would have been running at 2,500 rpm for the same given speed
and using nearly 3 and a half litres per hour.
In addition to the extended fuel range I am also enjoying far better boat control in the
marina. Although not completely removed the the prop walk is no longer a concern.
Golam thank you for your advice and supply of the Autoprop it is without doubt a great
improvement to the boat and one I am very happy with.
Regards,
Ian Fraser

Fisher 34
Let me tell you that I was really happy with the H 6 Propeller, you have sold to me.
Even when I worried because the surface of the H6 propeller is quite a lot smaller as the blades
of the propeller that I had used before,
Your H6 created more foreword power.
As a result I needed less rpm to get the same cruising speed as before .
We now sail with 1900 to 2000 rpm to make somehow over 7 kn .
Before we needed 2500 rpm.
As a result we have now less noise, less vibration and we save about 20 % of diesel.
This is the result of the whole summer 2004.
I needed before about 4 Ltr per hour - now I am on 3,2 Ltr.
Its not only the money what we save.
Much more important is the calculation that the 300 Ltr Diesel of my tank are now good for :
instead of 450 N.M -- good for about 650 N.M.
Especially at longer passages this is a tremendous advantage.
Under Sails with my old propeller I had the feeling to have a water bucket hanging behind my
boat. Now it really feels and sails better.
I hope with all the advantages that this propeller shows - it will last long enough - in case of
problems I still carry my old Prop with me.
A disadvantage seems to be that the propeller seems to loose the " grip " earlier, at sudden high
motor power.
I had promised to inform you about my experience with the H6 and to thank you for your
patience with all the questions I had asked you before.
Otto Wiest

